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Generating broad implementation of NASA technology anil expert.lse
increases the return on the. nation's investment in aerospace research.
Under contract to NASA's Terrestrial Applications llranch, the NASA Tech-
nology Applications Team at SKI International works toward this goal of
extending technology use by transferring aerospace technology to solve
key problems in the transportation and public safety fields.
Providing an important intermediary role between technology sources
and technology users, the SKI Team assists in the movement of new tech-
... iCi-oss organizational and disciplinary boundaries, improves com-
iiui .»i.'iis and shortens the time between ':echno logica I development and
broad and effective application.
This analysis of the market for collision avoidance systems for auto-
mated transit vehicles was conducted as part of the SK! Team's transporta-
t ion effort.
GLOSSARY
ACT - Automated Cuideway Transit
AMTV - Automated Mixed Traffic Vehicle
DOT - Department of Transportation
0PM - Downtown People Mover (project)
EPM - JClectric 1'edestrian Mover
GM - General Motors
CRT - Group Rapid Transit
GRIPS - Guided Radar Information Processing System
JPL - Jet Propulsion Laboratory
LTV - Light Trails it Vehicle
PRT - Personal rapid transit
SLT - Shuttle-loop transit
1JMTA . - Urban Mass Transportation Administration
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I INTRODUCTION
During the past few years, interest has been renewed in the use of
fully automated transit systems as a solution to many current and antici-
pated transportation problems in tin- urban areas of the United States. How-
ever, an economical method lias not yet been established for remotely
detecting potential obstacles in the vehicle guideway within sufficient
time to avoid collision.
Automated systems offer the promise of convericnt, dependable service,
and could replace or. complement present urban transportation systems.
Various types of automated guideway transit (ACT) .systems and an .automated
mixed traffic vehicle (AMTV) system have been proposed to supplement ser-
vices provided by present systems. However, many technological problems
such as network operation, vehicle control, safety (e.g., collision avoid-
ance)., reliability, and maintainability must be resolved before major
operations can be started.
Tills technoeeonomic and market analysis was prompted by requests for
obstacle detector technology by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(UMTA) and the Transportation Systems Center of tiic U.S. Department" of
Transport at ion (DOT). In response, SR! conducted a technology search to
identify the technical and economic characteristics of both NASA and non-
NASA obstacle detectors. The findings, along with market information, are
compiled and analyzed in this report for consideration by DOT and NASA in
decisions about any future automated transit vehicle obstacle detector
researcii, development, or applications project.
Currently available obstacle detectors and systems under development
are identified by type, (sonic, capacitance, infrared/optical, glided radar,
and probe contact) and compared with the thre.r> NASA devices selected as
possible improvements or solutions to the problems in existing obstacle
detection systems.
Sections V and VI present cost analyses and market forecasts individu-
ally for the ACT and AMTV markets.
II BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS
Automated Gu ideway Transit Systems
ACT systems are types cf urban transportation systems and concepts
in which automatically contro.Llo.il, drivericss vehicles on fixed, dedicated
guidoways are used. The capacity of a vehicle can be from 1 to 100 pas-
sengers, and the vehicles travel at speeds of up to 40 mph .
ACT systems have been classified in the following three categories:
• Shuttle-loop transit (SLT)
o Croup rapid transit (CRT)
» Personal rapid transit (I'RT) .
*
Tiio.se ACT f l a s h e s a re b r i e - f l y deser ibe-.l as Fol
Shu_t t_l_i|~!.jJoj>_J_riuisi_t_ (SJ.T) — In an SLT system, Large vehicles (carrying
mostly standees) are used. The vehicles operate in scheduled service on
relatively short lengths of dedicated guidewav in activity centers, normally
without switching. The shuttles accommodate a single vehicle within the
dedicated lane. Headways are generally in excess of 1 minute in loops.
The Tan-pa International Airport has an example of SLT, shown in
Figure 1. The central building of the terminal is connected to each of
the four satellites by 305-rneter-long elevated guidewavs, each containing
two passenger vehicles on separate tracks and a walkway for emergency use.
The average trip time, counting waiting time and riding, is !'.>. minutes.
The vehicle.-, cover the 1,000 feet at a top speed of 28 mph.
V.xcerpted f roni UMTA-VA-06-OOM-7R-1 . d a t e d F e b r u a r y 1978.
•(a) ACT System Network (b) AGT Svsterr. Vehicle on Gudev.ay
"iGURE 1. TAMPA AIRPOKT CLT SYSTEM IN TAMPA, I7LORIDA
Gj_ouj;_jla£ijj_ 1 L'^ ijTSji^ (t-j^O—In £K.T systems, f l ee t s of ir.i'diurn-size
vehiciei; usual ly li> to 30 seated passengers per vi 'hii ' le. arc ubed . These
v«'.li:i.r.Vi;y operate independently or are coupled into trains and travel ar.to-
n-,atirally on dedicated guideways wi th on-line and/or o f f - l i n e stations;
they provide either scheduled or United-stop, ori /, ir.-to-dest ir.ation,
demand-responsive service. When operated on headways of 10 to 60 seconds,
lane capacities ranj;ini; f r o m 2,300 to 2 b , 0 u ( j sea's per lane pe.r hour are
obtained (,up to 3f>0 ve'nicles per lane per hour for 10-car trains) .
Figure 2 shows the 1X;1las/Fort W o r t h A i r p o r t CRT, A i R i K A N S . Tho
AIRTRANS system links the numt-.-ous, wide ly separated elenKnts of the air-
port . Approximately 13 miles of one-way g u i d e w a y c a r r y (^8 vi.-hicles between
55 station stops. Seventeen distr ' .nct service loeps provide for passenger,
airport employee, ba^a^e, and nail t ransporta t ion.
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FIGURE 2. AIRTRANS CRT SYSTEM IN DALLAS, TEXAS
Personal Rapid Transit (i'RT)---In PRT systems, fleets of '. n.all vehicles
(usually of automobile size) arc used that travel automatical]'] on dedicated
guideways wir.h off-line stations co provide nonstop origin-to-destination,
demand-responsive servic.v.. Hi^ii capacities of 30,000 or more seats per
lane per hour are achieved by operating the /chicles at short headways
(2 to 3 seconds) that is, up to 18,000 vehicles per hour per lane.
The Cabinentaxi test track at Hager., Wast Germany, sho\»m in r.igure 3,
\s an example of PRT. Tiies-:. small, three-person vehicl, s (no standees)
are designed to travel at speeds of up to 22 mpl.. at headways of 1 second
and less, between off-line stations. •
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(a) Cabinentaxi System Test Facility Ne'vvork in Hagen
(b) Cabinentaxi Vehicles on Test Track
FIGURE 3 CABINENTAXI PRT SYSTEM IN HAGEN. WEST GERMANY
At present approximately 20 ACT systems are in operation in the
United States. Ten more ACT systems are being used for technology develop-
ment and testing. Emphasis in the United States has been o;: the deployment
of operating systems, whereas foreign programs lave focused on prototype
development and testing. Consequently, domestic programs have been
characterised by the use of more conservative technological developments
a Lined at producing hardware for near-term applications (such as the Dallas/
Fort Worth AIRTRANS, and Morganr.own, West Virginia, systems) .
Table 1 is an overview of the significant ACT developments in the
United" States. . This table shows tha dimensions, weights, and capacities
of the vehicles, lists the major performance attributes (speed, headway,
passenger carrying capacity), and indicates current c'eveloprnent status.
In addition to the AGTs identified in Table 1, the Downtown 1'eople
Mover (D!'M) demonstration project has baen funded by UMTA for $220 :inllion,
Guidel'ri-rs for these ACT demonstrations require that whenever possible,
a different technology be used in each of the five cities chosen (Miami,
Detroit, St. Paul, Houston, and Los Angeles) so that federal planners can
evaluate which people mover systems work bet>t. Actual routes, configura-
tions, and equipment have not yet been chosen.
Because current ACT systems operate in relatively protected environ-
ments, the need for an obstacle detector has not been pressing. Sixteen
of the 20 operating U.S. systems shown in Table 1 have had no recorded
collisions. ALKTilAXS had trouble with luggage falling from an overhead
transport system onto the ,r;ui<Jevay; without an obstacle detector, the
AIKTRANS vehicles would hit-, tin; luggage. This problem was solved with
the addition of a probe that stopped the vehicle when contacted.
However, Ui'Ms wilj not operate in secure environments. Thus, a cost-
effective obstacle detector is expected to be a useful addition to thc:s<:-
s v s t ems.
_ _ c d M_i xcd_Jj"ri_f_fJ_c_Vehic_l e_S vs_tem
In the past f<.'w years, lurcerous efforts have been directed toward
the development of the concept of small, drivorless electric vehicles for
mixed transit use. Interest in such veil ides stems from the fact that
t''e relatively high costs of operating conventional mass transit vehicles,
such as buses, can be directly traced to the labor costs associated with
the driver. 'I.iese costs limit the ability of conventional, 'public transit
to serve many areas characterised by low trip volumes and short trip
distances. Although ACT syfteras such as those in Morgantown, West Virginia,
and at the Tampa and Dallas/Fort V'-jrtii airports can eliminate most of the
laLor costs associated w i r h operation, the expensive elevated or prote-'.ted-
at-grade exclusive guideways required by ACT systems have limited their
application to major activity centers. A need was thus perceived for a
l>ss capital-intensive automated vehicle mode that could utilize ex'sting
rights-of-way with relatively minor changes. The.system also needed to
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Fl" 'iRE 4. THE JPL EXPERIMENTAL VEHICLE
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have the ability to pick up or discharge passengers in the same way as
does a conventional transit bus, thus eliminating the need for elaborate,
expensive station facilities. In addition, the vehicle(s) should be able
to move at low speed, over surfaces shared by pedestrians, or (possibly)
move at higher speeds on a pedestrian-free path protected by suitable
side barriers. The vehicle(s) would also be able to easily move from a
high-speed protected guideway to a low-speed shared running surface so as
to improve average speeds. This system concept lias been called the
"Automated Mixed Traffic Vehicle" (AMTV) transit system by its developers
at the Jet Propulsion Lavoratory (JPL), Pasadena, California.
A wide selection of similar vehicles are now commercially available
and operational in dozens of plants and office buildings throughout the
country. These systems, if properly equipped with proximity sensors,
sophisticated guidance sensors, and lateral and longitudinal control
systems appear to have the capability of operating in a pedestrian .envi-
ronment. These vehicles now are capable of automatically following a
path delineated by either a buried wire or a paint stripe; they are fitted
with sensors that can detect objects in their path, as well as with brak-
ing systems tied into these sensors that will stop the vehicle before
collision. Some vehicles are also programmable to stop automatically at
predetermined locations for loading of cargo (or passengers).
To investigate the technical practicability of the AMTV concept, an
experimental sensor and control test vehicle, shown in Figure 4, was
built at .IPL, i/tilizing existing systems and control technology. The
program, funded jointly by NASA's Technology Utilization Office and DOT,
went on to collect data generated by this simple prototype vechicle in
operation on a test route at JPL. In addition, a preliminary effort to
evaluate multiple vehicle scheduling algorithms and control schemes was
carried out by JPL. These studies indicated the basic feasibility of the
sensing and control techniques required for AMTV operation.
Ohstacie_ Detector Requircments
AS ACT systems are extended into urban environments, the probability
that, '.be r;uideways will become obstructed increases because of vandalism
amd t...-"h accumulation. Serious accidents: will occur unless a reliable
method .:f detecting obstacles is developed. Laser, sonic, radar, and
infrai'c'i' systems have all been examined, but problems of poor coverage,
false alarms, and cost have never been solved in the same unit.
In an AMTV, accurate detection of both real and potential obstacles
is crucial to the vehicle's operation in mixed traffic.
The general requirements for a proposed collision avoidance system
are:
e
 Remote detection of any obstacle larger than a brick.
• Detector response time sufficiently short to allow the vehicle to
.stop before collision (thought to he approximately 0.1. second).
o Completely automatic; no operator.
9 Size and weight not important at the outset. A practical unit
must he such a size that it can be housed inside the vehicle
without the passengers' noticing it.
e Low cost; .should not exceed .1% of vehicle cost (up to ?1,250 per
detector unit production run cost).
» Capable o[ operating in the electromagnetic environment (airports,
radio and television stations, power transmission lines and
power plants) found in Larye cities.
o Range of 50 feet for maximum .speeds of 30 mpl).
« Ability to "see" around corners.
a M i n i m u m c ross - sec t iona l area scanned equal to cross-section of
veil ic l.e,
® Minimise false alarms due to weather (snow, rain, fog).
o In AMTV use, the ability to detect objects outside of the guide-
way but on a collision course.
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Ill CURRENTLY AVAILAB .C OBSTACLE DETECTORS
Five basic types of obstacle detectors are currently in use: sonic,
capacitance, infrared/optical, guided radar, and probe contact. Tliese
systems are commonly used on automated vehicles such as industrial driver-
less tractors, carts, and fork-trucks..
in 1954, only one company was manufacturing driver.less vehicles.
Currently, the following seven manufacturers .are producing driver less
vehicles witli obstacle detectos: Barrett Electronics Corp.; the Trans-
portation Systems Division of General Motors (CM); Control Engineer ing
Co. ; CJark Equipment Co.; Lear Siegler, Inc.; Ateo, Inc.; and Mobility
Systems, Inc. All the manufacturers make driverlcss tractors except
Lear Siegler, which makes only driverless carts; Control Engineering makes
both tractors and carts. SRI estimates that about 800 industrial driver-
less tractors installations consisting of about 2,500 tractors have, been
sold by these seven suppliers in the I'nLted States. An estimated J.AOO
carts have been sold. Each of these manufactuiers offer one or more
ohstacJe detector systems. Those systems, along with systems currently
under development, an; outlined in Table. 2 and detailed in the rest of
tliis section.
Sjjnic Pet -.tors
Tin: sonic obstacle detector is one of the most common techno.l ogies
used to "see" in front of a vehicle. Barrett El ectroi'iics Corp., Control
Engineering Co., Clark Equi pment Co., At.co, Inc., and Mobility Systems,
Inc., all offer this system as an option on their driverless vehicles
(see Table 2).
The sonic obstacle detection systems used on driverless tractors
usually consist of either two transmitter/receiver parts or one transmitter
and three receivers. The sound (32-kMz range) is transmitter! in a circular
cone pattern in front of the vehicle with the apex at the transmitter.
Consequently, the cross-sectional area covered increases farther from the
vehicle and two transmitters can cover a greater volume than one.
Most systems are designed to cover an approximately 4-foot-high
cross-sectional area at about 15 feet in front of the vehicle. A single
transmitter system projecting •' cone with a 20 apex angle wculd cover
a 4.7-foot-diameter circular area at J5 feet. A dual transmitter system
projecting two cones, each with a (> apex angle, covers an approximately
/«- by 3-foot elliptical area at 15 feet.
The sonic systems commonly monitor two zones ahead of the vehicle.
The primary zone is between about 6 feet and 15 feet ahead and the
1]
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secondary zone is from the vehicle out to about 6 feet ahead. When
objects are detected in the primary zone, the vehicle is programmed to
coast or to slow to half speed; when objects are detected in the secondary
zone, normal, dynamic braking to stop occurs. A single 9-foot range is
sometimes used. At turns, the detection range is shortened or the detector
is Curited off.
One. driver less tractor supplier uses a I-foot-high, 8-inch-d iameter
cylinder on the floor as its standardqual ity control test obstacle for
sonic detectors. Another supplier claims to be able to detect a 1-inch
cube if it is a good sound reflector (e.g.-, dense material) and is
oriented for good reflection back to the tractor. This supplier has also
found that some porous cloths (e.g., double knits), porous materials
(e.g., wire mesh), or cloth with a rough surface texture (e.g., tweed)
are not easily seen by the. sonic detector, although it does sometimes
see and stop for rain, snow, and thermal dines in the air. Consequently,
objects with any of the following characteristic..* are difficult to see
with the sonic obstacle detector: (I) s.naller than 1 square inch, (2)
oriented for minimal reflection back to the vehicle (e.g., a flat surface
oriented with an angle of incidence greater tl.an 13!;'' to the transmitted
sound waves), (3) made- of low-dens i tv material, or ('i) having a porous
rough surface.
The sonic obstacle detectors have some fail-safe features. l:or
oxamplo, with one detector the transmitter is monitored for failure but.
the. receiver is not. All the suppliers recommended that the obstacle
detectors be tested before vehicle use each day.
In the south concourse of Cleveland Hopkins international Airport,
three AMTVs manufactured by Otis Klevator Company were operated on a guide-
path shared w i l l i pedestrians as part of a 12-week feasibility test conducted
in 197/4. A standard Otis industrial tractor was adapted, and three trailers
were added to carry people. An ultrasonic object detector was des.igncd
l.o have a range "f about iiO feet and t.o sense an area that was close to
the floor and the.width of tile trailer.
When the sonic object detector scanned obstacles within 1.0 feet,
the v e h i c l e slowed to .1 to 1.75 nipli; and at .S feet, the vohido began
to brake so as to stop no closer than 1 foot from the obstacle. No acci--
dents or injuries occurred during the 16-day test. lit is had a uniformed
man on each vehicle to stop it in case of a pending accident;, but over-
riding tiie automatic control was never necessary.
The Otis obstacle detector is s t i l l considered to be "under develop-
ment" and has not been made commercially available.
Although the sonic systems meet many of the Al'.T and AMTV criteria
listed on page 13, all the devices are prone to false alarms, do not cover
n sufficiently large, area for vehicles traveling near 30 mph, and do not
provide any warning of obstacles around corners.
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Capacitancc Delc c t o r s
Lear Siegler's Automated Systems Division produces an automatic mail
document conveyor, Mailmobile .(&) According to Lear Siegler:
'['lie Mailmobile is a self-propelled, battery-driven, auto-
matically guided office delivery vehicle. Traveling to and
from a mailroom or other central facility along an invisible
guidepath, Mailmobile covers a fixed "messenger route1 through-
out an entire floor. It automatically stops at designated
stations for pick-up and drop-off .of nail.
An optional, capacitance obstacle detector system is offered. In
this system, a limited radio field is used to detect objects that cause'
a change in the shape of the field. This consists of a timed circuit
that detects the- presence of objects by sensing the resulting change in
capacitance between an antenna array and the chassis of the Mailmobile.
The antennas have been carefully configured to provide maximum sensitivity
to objects in front of the vehicle while minimizing the sensitivity to
objects at tin1, sides and on the floor.- This i.s neccessary to avoid false
stops when the Mailmobile passes over inet.llic objects in the floor and
when it traverses narrow corridors and dc.'ors where minimum clearance is
required. Circuitry to inhibit the proximity detection system in response
to codes adjacent to the guulcpath is ava "'.lab !e a t an addi tiona.l cost.
This prevents false stops when turning Clio Mailmobile in narrow hallways
or passing it close to fixed objects is necessary. The sensing range of
the MaiLmo.bile is only 18 inches in front of the vehicle, making it
unsuitable for ACT use.
1nfrared/Opt i ca1 Detectors
Starting in November 1974, the Transportation Systems Division of
CM Corporation began development of a 2.2-nip.i A MTV called the .•'. lee eric
1'cdestrian Mover (KI'M). The KI'M i.s a self-propelled platform following
a b u r i. e d gu i d e w 1 r e .
Two obstacle detectors were developed for I b i s system. One. made by
Scler.t j f i c-Techno] ogy, Inc. (Mountain View, California), is currently
available. The other, by CM, is stil.l under development. The Scientific
Technology detector used on KTM-1 (the first of two prototype KJ'Ms) i.s a
series of four infrarei: transmitters and three receivers located across
the front of the vehicle just above the bumper. The1 range of the detectors
is between 10 and 25 feet. CM identified two problems with this system:
(1.) sunlight could swamp the photodntector, making the system inoperable,
and (2) it could not detect certain colors (e.g., gray) and textures
(e.g., corduroy).
Realizing chat the noncontact obstacle detector performance was the
key to the function of the KI'M, CM rejected the Scientific Technology
detector and started development of its own infrared detector for use on
KI'M-2, shown in Figure 5.
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Using a transmitter mounted low on each side of the front of the.
vehicle, two receivers mounted above it, and a special lens developed by
GM engineers, GM was able to cover an area equal to the front cross-
section of EI'M-2 out to 5 feet ahead. However, one conical volume with
its base at the vehicle and its apex less than 2 feet in front of the
vehicle was a blind area to the CM infrared detector. The lens .technology
used was a key factor in the effectiveness of the detector in laboratory
tests.
Because EPM-2 was not completed, the GM detector was not tested on
the vehicle in service. Results of laboratory tests, however, made GM
engineers confident that it would give a much better performance than
the detector on Kl.'M-l.
GM also considered scanning sensors--sensors that would rotate into
the direction of turns—and an array of sensors, some of which would be
aimed into turns and others that would be aimed straight ahead.
Although an infrared/optical obstacle detector shovs great promise
witli further development, problems of fajse alarms, weather, and "seeing
around corners" are stiJl. unresolved. However, tiiis technology was
selected for further development in the XASA/.I !'l. AMTV program. That work
is discussed in Section IV.
GujjjLH! Ka_djir Petectors
Guided radar is a relatively iu;w field in which radar signals are
propagated along a new medium, namely, so-called leaky coaxial cables.
The 7.one of detection is defined by the placement of two leaky cables
side by side bur is essentially .longitudinal. Typically, the zone may
be up to I nile long and a few feet wide, a feature that is particularly
useful for the railroad and automated transit vehicle environment.
The technique was developed under a contract from- the Canadian
Institute . Guided Ground Transport at Uucen's University during a studv
of the propagation characterisi ics of the le.-ikv cable medium. A p p l y i n g ,
that technique. Computing Devices Company, Ottawa, markets a commercial
product that is designed to provide perimeter surveillance as an intrusion
detection system. Prototype systems have been installed as line sensors
for the U.S. military and the Canadian Penitentiary Service and have,
undergone more than 12 months of testing.
Concurrent with this development program, a sophisticated guided
radar facility, the Guided Kadar Informal ion Processing System (GRIPS),
has been installed at Queen's to be used as a scientific tool in the
investigation of other applications of the technique- and for further
fundamental studies of the propagation medium. The sensor (two leaky
cables) can be installed in whatever configuration is appropriate, and
the processing system can be programmed to perform analysis and signal
processing.
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For tliis project, a small section of railroad track was installed
and two cables in the sensor were placed at various positions parallel to
the rails. liy monitoring the influences of targets and comparing these
influences to those created by environmental changes, Queen's researchers
found the technique to be effective.
This obstacle detection system utilizes the properties of leaky
coaxial cables to establish an electromagnetic field in essentially a
longitudinal zone of detection. Leaky cables were firjt developed for
use in communication systems and many varieties are now available. Although
the construction technique varies according to cable type, eacli cable
shares the same essential, characteristic. .Figure 6 shows a typical method
of fabrication, in which a portion of the cuter conductor of a common
coaxial cable is removed in a series of regularly spaced slots. The break
in the Gu.or conductor allows some of the electromagnetic energy traveling
within the cable to "leak.out" and tr a v e l as a surface wave w i t h i n the
vicinity of the s:nsor (the other cable).
Many cable types have been tested at Queen's over the past few years.
The Radiax K.Vi-3 appears to be the most suitable type available for use
on the railroads and automated transit 'vehicles. Accordingly, in all
tests conducted for this project that cable type was used as the detection
sensor.
Figure 7 illustrates the guided radar concept. A pair of leaky rabies
spaced a few feet apart and running parallel to each other comprise the
guideway or sensor. A pulse of radio frequency energy is injected into one
ol the two cables (called the transmit cable); some of the- energy leaks out
and establishes some form of external f i e l d along its length. A portion of
this field is coupled into the receiving- •.•able and is subsequently demodu-
lated in the synchronous detector. The cK-i.ected signal., called the cable
profilt' for convenience, is shown in Figure 7 as waveform Sj. An obstacle
or target, be it dielectric or m e t a l l i c , on tor ing the guideway causes a
slight localized perturbation in the profile at: a point in timo correspond-
ing to the targot's location. Tin's is i I 1 ust rat. o.l in Figure 7 as detected
waveform S?. The return cable profiles. Si and Sj, are sampled through a
movoablo window, digitized and separated into a number of range-col Is, each
range-cell represent ing a certain location along the cable (illustrated in
waveforms Sj' and S2* of Figure 7. Tho processor performs, on a cell-bv-
co l l basis, the removal of the stationary cablo profile Sj' !>y simply sub-
tracting it from the nonstat iona ry return signal S;>'. Tho result is the
"Target Response" shown at the bottom of Figure 7.
For obstacle dotoction (su.-h as rock and slide detection for rai1
saloty or perimeter surveillance for security applications), a threshold
is sot so that an alarm is produced whenever a suitable target comes within
the vici n i t y of the guidoway. Thus, detection is said to have occurred
whenever a generated target response has exceeded this threshold, as shown
in the final diagram of Figure 7.
This system prof ices both detoction and location of an obstacle along
the track, and the location accuracy is determined by tin1 width of the
17
SLOTTED
COPPER SHIELD,
FOAM DIELECTRIC
COPPER CENTER CONDUCTOR
SOURCE: Ouoen's University Guided Radar lor Railway Obstacle Do'.ecnon. Retort prepared lor the
Canadian Institute Ol Guided Ground Transport, Project No. 1.33.77, Kingston. Ontario.
30 November 1977. p. 2-2.
FIGURE 6. DIAGRAM OF A RADIAX RX4-3 LEAKY CABLE
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FIGURE 7. DESCRIPTION OF THE GUIDED RADAR CONCEPT
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transmit pulse. As the pulsa is widened, detection is stili possible
but location accuracy is reduced. •
A simplified system can be considered in which the transmit pulse is
extended' until its waveform is continuous. In this, the continuous wa«'e
mode, the trar.smit-an.-l-- v-.eive •jquipment is greatly simplified and the
net power to the cables is increased. .Consequently, although location of
the obstacle is not possible, the actual detection probability of the
obstacle is greatly enhanced.
Qu -.:!»%. "niversi'_y concluded that a guided radar system can detect
rocks gr.'it - than about 10 inches anywhere within the railroad clearance
lines. '!:•;= detection zone- is well contained in that it extends to less
than 1 foot beyrnd each cable sensor and is only a few feet high. Sensi-
tivity varies wit!; cf.oie, position; the system detects smaller rocks close
to the cables and may or may nor. have a iiniform detection zone, depending
on the configuration of the sensor.
The system appears to have many advantages appropriate to the ACT,
A.MTV, and railroad environment — for example, low false alarm rate, poten-
tial for all-weather operation, rail-safe f eatures--but as with all sensors,
it may not be totally foolproof for every application. Most likely, such
a sy tern might be used in parallel with some other detection scheme to
fill in any missing capability.
Contact Do toe r. ors
All tho driverloss vehicles reviewed have a nu'chanical bumper obstacle
detector that requires contact with the obstacle for detection. Tiieye
probes or bumpers typically extend to the front i to 2 feet and 6 inches
to th' sides of the vehicle. Any contact with tlio.se surfaces produces
a full --mergon..-'- step. 1'ressuics between £ and 1 (•• ounces are required
tu act i.vate .
The mectianical bun.pers are designed to be fail-safe. Failure of
any active components mounted on the oumper or of electrical connections
to the tractor that result in a short circui. can produce the same short
circuit signal as caused by a normal obstacle detoction.
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I V NASA TKCIINOl.OCY
Over L i n - pas I . 10 years , NASA h:is i l i rocu- . l I ts e f f o r t s in i l i 'voloplni ;
o ' r s t a c l o dot oct ion s y s t e m s towar i i t he i!csl \- ,n, c o n s t r u c t i o n , ;nul ova lua-
t i o n ol" :> p l a n e t a r y rover concept ; the oh j Vet ivo lias l ic t -n to a c h i e v e
except loua 1 m o b i l i t y aiul maneuve rah i 1 i t y . D u r i n g t i l l s p e r i o d , an
inves t i g a t ion was imi lo r t akcn ol nn ' tho ' i ls lor sensim.-, ani l i n t e r p r e t in>; "
t lu% t e r r a i n tor purposes of pat li so 1 oct ion atul o h s t a i ' l c ilct t%c t Ion . Tin-
NASA t ivluio K'v, i cs a iut l i a r i lwa i ' f t l i a l wiTi1 i l i . 'Vi ' lopc i l t lu'ouv.li t hi'so i - f f o r t s
art- sumniar i :'.i'i! in T a h l o ' I ami i l i - t a i l c i l i : i t i l t s s c i ' t l i u i .
(MiSTACl.K nKTHCTHK SYSTi-IMS OKVKl. i i r . : ! )
BY NASA
Kanix ( f t >
l ' i" i r . iary S« ' co iu la ry
Hoi. « • > • t >M" Tvpi - X.ouo Xoi i i ' V i ' l i i i ' l c P i - s c r i p t ion l ) i - v r 1 cpi-r
1 n l ' iMivi l /opl i ca 1 -I1' .S . S i -1 I " -p rop i - i I i-il ,l!"'i .
p l a t f o r m ( A M T V )
l.as.-r .""' -- . O b s t a i - l f i l r t c c l o r .MM.
for Mars rov.-r
''() O l i s t a c l o . l i - t c c t o r Ki -nssc -1 a i - r
lo r Mars rover Po l v t i -c 'nn ic
! p.st i f . i t i-
S h o r t - K a n c . i - l U ' s t a c l i - D f t . - c t o r (NASA IVcl i H r i . - l ' /•'. HIO 10 I " l
In I ' l / ' - ' i . K u r i l - , . - r ol l!a 11 och / JP l . i lcv i - lop . - . l a shor f - r a n g i - 1/isi-r
o b s l a c K - i l i - t i - c t o r ilos i ; - . : i i - i l to h o l p a s low-mov i ni1, v c l i i c K - i - x p l o r o t l i e
s i i i l a i ' i - of M a r s . T h i s s v s t i - R i aut or.ia! i , \ i I I v i l i v o r t s the v c l i i c l i - f r o m
ol 'Sl . ic 1 es as s m a l l as IS i n c l ' i - s in i l i . i ; i u - t e r t h a i a re in i t s p a t h .
The . le tecto! ' .-onip:1 i ses an i r . j e e t ion laser op- . ' ra l inr. in the p u l s e
t unc-ile 1 ay mear :u re inen t . or r . i i l a r , mo.ie. ll is capa'-. ie of scannin. r . an
arc.i ex t i'iu! i ni-. I roin a t i-w f e i - t to appros f i n a I e I v 100 I c o l . I'sci! as
a Mars e x c u r s i o n c o n t r o l l e r , t i n - . l e i e c l o r c.i-ni-ra t e i l commaml s i i - . n a l s to
i l i v e r t I he v e h i c l e I rom c o l l i s i o n .
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Figure 8 shows the ma(or components of the detector system. The
transmitter port Ion o i' the range finder consists of an array of five
gallium-arsenide laser diodes, each eo,u ippcd w i I h its own driving circuit.
I'.ach diode has a typical output of I'i W and an e m i t t i n g area on the
order of I by *>0 inches. The d i t I r a c t i o n - 1 i m i t e d beam spread for the
laser itself is on the order of 0.'.1 r.ul. Because the target area, is
illi.minaled w i t h a beam of the smallest possible diameter, a c o l l i m a t i n g
lens is incorporated to minimi/.e t argct - induced pulse spreading and s p l i t
returns.
The beam is swept by the vertical scan at an angular rate of (18.'•
rad/s; thus, when a transmitter pulse repel it ion rate of ID kHx is used,
the te.vra. i n is sampled at L'-toot intervals at the m id range distance of
•'i 3 feet for the vehicle on a level terrain. Because only one laser diode
is operated on each vet t. I ca I scan, the cut ire I ic l d is scanned once each
D.'_! second, a time that is s u f f i c i e n t l y short so that vehicle pitching
and rolling should only occasionally Interfere w i t h the scan.
.A J^-mm \'/'.\.'l simple lens is used to c o l l i i a a t o al least SOX of the
radial ion e m i t t e d by any one of the five diodes and to project it onto
a spot never larger than -i inches in diameter lor ranges up to 100 feet •
The diodes are sp.ioed at l/'t-inoh i n t e r v a l s along the lens foi a 1 plane
to achieve the re<]ii i rod scan cover.ige. The pu 1 ser/1 imer seijiu ni ia ! 1 y
operates one laser of I he array on each elevation sweep and I i i ••*:, t lie
iaser diodes* at a 10-kll:'.. rate w i t h a pulse diir.it ion of about •'• ns.
The receiver port ion of the range I inder contains collect ing opt ics,
a phot odet.cc lor, an a m p l i f i e r , and a threshold detector. The optics
consist of a c y l i n d r i c a l lens followed by a 1-ineh diameter s i m p l e ' lens
to produce a receiver beam w i d t h of i mr.id in e'cvat ion and 0. •'< rad in
a'.'.imuth. This part i c u l a r beam shape includes al I t lie a;', inuit ha 1 area, in
its f i e l d ot view i l l u m i n a t e d by the t r a n s m i t t e r , but it is otherwise
minimi::ed to reduce the amount of bacl:ground solar radiation intercepiod.
The o p t i c a l system also contains a S.O-nm pass-band o p t i c a l f i l t e r to
d i s c r i m i n a t e further against background radial ion. I'he opt l e a l band width
is made as narrow as laser oh.tract ei isl ics permit . Koo'.i* temperature
gallium-arsenide i n j e c t i o n lasers e m i t a nominal wavelength ot <IO.'.0 nm,
w i t h an output wavelength spread on the order ot angst ro'ms caused by
mult imod ing and by heat tug w i t h i n tin* durat ion ot a pulse.
The receiver aperture Is selected to be small but comparable to the
area required for the transmiI I or optics. Sensing is provided by
avalanche photodiodcs operated at a gain between 100 and J.0'.l ; o v i e l d
an adci|uate signal-to-noise ratio at a 100-foot range.
At the nominal condition of level vehicle a t t i t u d e , a vehicle
I r*'.vol ing al a v e l o c i t y of f) inches/second (O..I mph) w i l l detect a given
obstacle '100 times in the V- to 100-toot search range. This reduudancv
is somewhat reduced when the vehicle is p i t c h i n g bul is si ill sufficient
to prevent false alarms; t h a i is, an obstacle Is detected several tin.es
in succession before the sensor signals its presence.
Cylindrical Lent
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FIGURES. SHORT-RANGE OBSTACLE DETECTION SYSTEM
Although the range and tight field width of this de.tector make it
suitable. for use on ACT and AM'l'V obstacles of less than 18 inches in
diameter, it could still pose a threat to an oncoming vehicle. The
classical problem of seeing around corners is also unresolved in this
device.
jys tem for Autonomous CoiU^roJ of Rov ing V e h i c l e s for
Unmanned V.xp lora t ion of__t_he__V_lane, ts (NAJiA__C r;uU_NsC^_7_369_)
Ronssclaor Polytechnic Institute (Trov, Now York) became involved
in the Mars Kover Project in 1972. with a NASA grant: . The .irincipal goal
of the project was to develop a test vehicle that was capable of
autonomous roving--that is, of obstacle detection and avoidance under
closed-loop computer control. The vehicle was to gather information with
some type of "vision" system and return it along with vehicle state data
via telemetry. The obstacle detection system was chosen to use a
"laser 11-iangu lat ion" scheme, depicted in Figure 9. A laser is at the
top of a v e r t i c a l mast at the front end of the vehicle and points down-
ward lowa ril the ground. The mast rotates around its long axis, causing
the laser spot on the ground to describe an arc of about 1-'(0 in the
azimuth d i r e c t i o n in front, of t lie vehicle. Mounted at a lower point on
the mast is a detector w i t h a narrow f i e l d of view (approximately 3°)
aimed at an angle relative to t he mast toward the ground such that: on
flat t e r r a i n it w i l l always see the laser spot; but when an obstacle
of appreciable si;:e (approximately 10 inches) intercepts the laser
beam, the 1 .ser spot: w i l l be outside the f i e l d of view of the detector,
and the orslac'.:' is detected. As the mast rotates, the laser is fired
at l,02-i different locations. Thus, t r iangu 1 a t ion occurs in the plane
that contains the vertical mast. The angle the laser makes with the
mast and the angle at which the receiver is pointed are fixed. The
svstem y i e l d s the information "direction blocked" or "direction open"
lor the I ,(>.-•< d i rections in trout of the vehicle. I'sing I'M is system,
autonomous roving was achieved and tested under various conditions and
w i t h varying degrees ot success, as shown in F'guro It).
To s i m u l a t e many lasers at different p o i n t ing angles, the system
uses a si n g l e laser t h a t is ret lee ted by an e ig'it-?: idcd rotating mirror
at the top i1!' the mast. With eight side-;, t l u - laser can be pointed at
any desired angle w i t h i n a 90 fi e l d . The laser has the c a p a b i l i t y of
1(1 kll:'. f i r i'ig rale. Speeds of this order are d i c t a t e d by geometry and
desired system per f orman.-e . . !•'i na I I y the system has a m u l t i e l e m e n t
detector. Kit her a JO-e 1 enient photo Oiode array or a 1,1)2-4 element CCD .
linear array w i l l be used, although neither is complete at this time.
W i t h t h i s system, tin- height of terrain can hi- computed for up to 1,024
points around the vehicle. This device meets many of the ACT and AMTV
detector ret|ii i remeiHs, and detection of obstacles of approximately
10 inches in diameter comes close to the l i m i t s set. However, the
problem of seeing around corners s t i l l exist.-:, and high cost also
l i m i t s use of t h i s device.
ELEVATION
SHAFT ENCODER
SOURCC: J Cinigaiul S Vi-u/ums. NF8-29I37
FIGURE 9. ELEVATION SCANNING CONCEPT
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Automa t ud M i xo'cl 1'raFf i c V\_- aj LM ^ Obstacle Oetoct or" _(-j e1_ Propul sion
Laboratory)
A feasibility demons I rat. ion of :\n AMTV, using what was basically
a breadboard vehicle, v=is cont.acted a" .IFI. dr-rjng early 1976. The
program was funded jointly by NASA's Technology i't i 1 i zat ion Office* and
Che Technology Development and Depl oyment Division of I'MTA. The sensors
used for collision avoid.nice were developed at .MM. and were derived from
earlier work on sensing for remote manipulation applications.:!"
Although, a lumber of other sensing concepts at-e poss.ihle, optical •
sensors have beet: used on tin.' .!!'!. AMTV for headway sensini;. The system"
consists of an 'array of four 25-foot sonsors, which to.m-liitT pi'iierate a
beam about t> inchi.'S thick v e r t i c a l l y and somewhat wider than tlu- vehicle,
and two s i m i l a r hut smaller fan beam secondary 8-foot sensors. These
arc- simple fixed devices without scanning elements or precision optics.
This set of optical sensors provide over lapp ii\).-, coverage for '..asic
slra i;;ht-ahe/id col 1 is ion avoidance.
Kigurc 11 i l l u s t r a t e s the operating p r i n c i p l e of the headway sensors.
Tin1 l i g h t source is a i;a 1 1 i ur.i-a r.-"-en i vie l.KD .-mitt ing at. a wavelength of
0.9;'t ii. A s i l i c o n sol id-stale detector is used to sense nay light'
ret'1 o>vted back by an object, in the c,ireful 1 v defined l i g h t bean:. Only
objects in the over lapp i n.u volume of the t r.-msm i I t ed i i g i i t . he-a;.': and the
detector f i e l d of view w i l l lie detected. I'.ot'n .1 pulsed l.KH wi.t.h
electronic phase di-tectivin and an appropriate narrow-band o p t i c a l f i l t e r
are used to d i s c r i m i n a t e against sunlight and other unwanted background
light.
Kigure 1- shows the desired overall beam p r o f i l e . Two beam profiles'
are show, a 2s)-foot primary beam and a ')-foot secondary beam. ',"•-.•
p r o f i l e indicates tin1 boundary of the region w i t h i n w h i c h a in i n i nuim-aren
target w i ' l be detect-.-vi. The sensitive- region corresponds to the shaded
overlap c.:' the two beams. In t-hc fan-beam configuration, t lie c y l i n d r i c a l
lens spreads the beani horizontally, perpendicular to the plane shown in
I' igure II.
As Kii'.nrc I') shows, the conirei logic is a verv sim p l e on/off scheme.
It appears to be adequate for a 7-r.iph operation, for whii'h a comfortable
stopping distaiu'e is IS feet, but it would need to be more soph i st'i cat ed
for vehicles t r a v e l i n g .it speeds of 1 r> ;r.p!i or greater. All changes in
*
Now named Terrestrial A p p l i c a t i o n s liranch. Technology Transfer Division.
J. Kodwell. "!)r i ver 1 e.-s l>us Nears Keality," (Commercial Moior, June 14,
1974; S. Penoyrc, private communicai"ion, Transport and Road Kesearch
Laboratory, Crowt lu>rnc, Herks, I'.K., February 1975, and A. R. Johnston,
"Proximity Sensor Technology for Manipulator Kf f ec.tors," Mechanism and
Machine Iheorv, 9i. 1977, 12. "~
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speed are acceleration and jerk rate limited by a program internal to
the control logic. A flexible "whisker pole" bumper also-contains
microswitches that command the emergency stop if the bumper is touched.
The diagram in Figure 12 illustrates ideal sensing patterns for each
of the sensor elements; the rectangular areas shown for each sensor
clement indicate the area within which the sensor must detect an
obstacle. Acceptable margins for each area are also indicated. The
actual individual detector beam areas are el 1 i pt ica 1 , as Ktgure l'i
indicates, so design compromises must be made to approach the ideal
field pattern.
The 1-foot lateral margin requirement (AW) shown in Kigure 12 is
defined such that the sensing system w i l l detect low-reflectivity targets
from i foot left of the vehicle to 1 foot .right, of tin- vehicle and will
be insensitive, or b l i n d , to ret roref 1 ecr. ive surfaces thai are at least
2 f ei t away from either side of the vehicle.
Although the present sensing performance has been adequate for the
breadboard f e a s i b i l i t y dcnonstrat ion, it would not lie adequate in an
Al"l° or AMTV operational, s i t u a t i o n . The s i gna 1 - to-no i se ratio for a
black target is marginal, and the interrelated t i m e constant of the
sensor outputs ((1.5 second) is excessive. Beam del i n i t i o n , both l a t e r a l l y
and down-track, also needs improvement.
I'.ibr ic.-u ion and evaluation of an improved set of sensors is
planned. This set is an array of seven sensor elements, each element
performing both the primary and secondary sensor I unction. One element
of this set has been b u i l t and 1 ahoratorv tested. Its beam d e f i n i t i o n
has been found to be satisfactory, and a s u t f i c i c n t .signaI-to-noiso
ratio to o b t a i n a 0.1 second t i m e response has been obtained. Kvalna-
tion.of t h i s system w i l l continue w i t h tests on the present, vehicle.
A d d i t i o n a l specific developments that must be made to improve the
various sensors are described below.
!.oiu;-Kangc_ (21) r.ijih) Sensi.-r
Sensing elements to detect vehicles or other large objects at: a
distance- of 125 feet must be developed for v e h i c l e operation at 20 tnph
t o ' a l l o w the vehicle to make a smooth stop in an AMTV environment . AtlTs
on dedicated guideways require only emergency stop c a p a b i l i t i e s . No
past work has been s p e c i f i c a l l y aimed at these requirements, so this is
a new development task. Light source power constraints w i l l l i m i t the
c a p a b i l i t y to detect small black targets using an extension of the
present primary sensor approach. However, r e l i a b l e detection of other
AMTVs or aul or.iob i 1 es in a guidoway is straightforward. Therefore,
reasonable per 1ornanci goals for a development task are to achieve:
<» Keli ihle detection and emergency stop for a pedesi.rian or object
of s i m i l a r six.e in a guideway.
• R e l i a b l e detection for a programmed stop (normal deceleration)
for another AMTV or auto-mobile in the guid>way.
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In this conte.xtv "emergency stop" denotes stopping the vehicle
using r'axinium braking effort. Stopping in this mode would be an
abnormal event because the guideway security would li.ive been violateu
to necessitate the stop.
Other improvements required to achieve- these goals are optimized
signal-to-noise design of the sensor.'' and improved optical design for
beam definition at a l?3-fnot range.
P r J.UK i r y_ Sensors
The primary sensors carry the main headway sensing burden. They
must operate without the degree of control over the operational environ-
ment that can be provided !>y the 20-nph guideway. Kxcept for the
different range requirements, the two sensor types are functionally
equivalent.
The following item-- should reee i ve at t.'nt ion . Thi. specific ideas
presented apply to both the primary ant! the long-range -('20-niph) ,;oiisor
systems.
Deter tor No i.se_a_nd _Kespo!^so_ Tune Opt ;nu_/.at ion--i)etect ion of a
black target at '?5 feet and d i s c r i m i n a t i o n against, a distant, f u l l y
sunlit, w h i t e background are conf 1 i c t i r.g roi|ii i reiiM-nts . Opt in.i xation of
the detector cliannel for best signal-to-noise performance is needed.
Detector response time is inherently coupled wit'n r.o i se and should be
considered as a part of the trade-of f. A detector response time of
0.1 second is believed t" be necessary to obtain an overall vehicle
response time of 0.2 second--;) value that approx i ::!;• i;es the expected
response time of a human driver.
Beajn Def in i_t_ir.n--The sensed area must be precisely defined laterally
to allow an AMTV unimpeded pa:;sing nf parked cars. The need lor goon
beam d e f i n i t i o n arises because of the extreme .differenco in reflectivity
between a black diffuse target and a r e t r o r e f I e c t i v e lens such as an
.•iut.omobi.le t a i l l i g h t or reflector. The sensor beam w i l l always be larger
for ret roref !ec t i ve t;:rg<.-ts because much more l i g h t is returned t.o the
detector by a ret roref 1 ert.or .
Two approaches are possible Tor achieving the required iiea'.r.
del" in i t io-.i. The one to be investigated next involves the use of an
array of several sensing. eU-nionts, each one a narrow, we 1 l-d-.-f im-d
(h inches l a t e r a l l y ) beam. The other enta i l s the development of special
(perhaps aspheric) optics designed 10 cover tiie ri-q-.i i reu a'/ea with one
of two sensor packages. A cost trade-off exists between the two
approaches: More costly optics are used in one case whereas many simple
sensing elcmerts are i.sid in the other.
Vortic;>_j_ Kxtj^nsjon of Heajdwa\f SI-MSJIU; Arv;i--Tlie present sensors
cover only a plane near the road surface (1 foot high). I'l t iina telv,
extension to cover the total height of the vehicle w i l l he nc-edcd or,
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because the probability of encountering an overhead obstacle is low,
such an occurrence may be treated as an emergency .stop situation
covered by a. bumper switch.
Sensor 1/ointing During Turns—The most frequently encountered
shortcoming of the simple straight-ahead sensor beam of the breadboard
AMTV involved lateral coverage during turns. With a sensor beam 1 foot
wider than" the vehicle and extending 25 feet ahead, calculations indicate
that a turn with a radius of 300 feet or less w i l l compromise the headway
protection on the inside of the turn. Pr.:::: i hi e solutions are coupling of
the sensor beam with the steering .ingle or developing some means of
switching in or out special sense,.' elements directed at a slight angle
to the vehicle cehterline. In addition, a niv ans to signal the vehicle in
advance' ot a turn appears to be needed, not oi:ly fur lateral sensor
coverage, but poi.sibly also for speed control. In developing a simple
mechanization of turn-coupled headway sensing, l i m i t i n g the route turn
raaii to one or .1 few stanJar Ji Z'-d values would be advantageous.
Secondary Sensors
Except foi. beam definition, the secondary seniors used on the .1PL
experiment;:! \vliirle provided s tisf;-ctory per fnrn.incc.. However, in
addition to the straight-ahead sensing requirement, the secomiarv
sonsi'.ig system of an operational .-V-iTV i.iu.m also provide warninj1, of
collision during a r.. inimum radium turn (L'-tiirii.< : that function was not
incorporated in'the JIM. experimental. AH'l V. Such a turn is performed
at low speed anc: is a separate problem from the cruise-speed turn problem
discussed above. in a U-turn, the velocity vector of the front of the
vehicle is rotated by an angle of -'<5 or more relative Lo the center 1 ine.
Suitable shcrt-ra.'ige sensors looking ::o the side (and even toward the
rear fur passing Traffic) are needed ;:nd can b>. incorporated as par.t
of tli1.1 second.irv sensing channel. These ran be activated by steering
aiv'.'.e, but r- ad-fixed signals to anticipate ibc l;-turn may alsfi be
desirable.
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V I MARKKT KOKKC.AST
A u t o m a t oil iHi i i loway T r a n s i t Sys loins
Al"l's roproso.nl, a l i m i t oi l m a r k o t for o b s t a o l o i lo t o.- t ors. hasoil on
t ho i n f o r m a l inn p r o s o n t o i l in t h i s soot i o n .
M a r k o t Si:- .o
As - Tab 111 1 (pav'.o 8) i i u l i o . n os , a p p r o x i m a t e l y ~0 AiT sys toms aro in
opora t ioua 1 s o r y i o o in t ho I ' n i i o i l S t a t o s . Ot hor t h a n a o o n t a o t hnmpor
on t ho A 1 K T K A X S s y s t o i n in t i n - Pa 1 I as/ i ;ort W o r t h a i r p o r t , nono of thoso
systo;:is l iavo any f o r m o-t' o b s t a o l o i lot oo1 or . Thoso Ai-'Ts havo not i n o n r r o j
o o l l i s i o n s hooauso of t ho wo 1 i - i so ! a t oil n a t n r o ol I ho >'.n i i loway . Hoi 'anso
t ho manay.oinont s o! ! l io s v s t o i t i s i l .» not p o r o . - i v o anv I ' b s t a . ' l o t h r o a t s lo
t h i . ' i r p r i ' p o r t i o s . n o m a r k o i t 'or a i l o t o » - t o r o n r r o n t i v o x i s t s .
Kmorr, in i ; Troiuls
I V s p i t o u n o o r t a i n l i o s i n l o o a l s u p p o r t - , t u i u i i n v . I on-u i l a s ani l
p r o l i m i n a r y on;-, i noor i n r , p r o p o s a l s . M i a m i , H o l r o i l . S t . 1 ' a u l , H o u s t o n ,
ami l.os Am-.olos aro p rooo i ' i l i n\'. w i t h v a r y i n \ ; p l a n s lor Ai"l's in t ho i r
i l o w n t o w n a roa s . W i t h I ho iiop 1 ovr.iont ot Ai"i's i n t o u r b a n a roas , t ho
p o l o n l i a l l o r c o l l i s i o n w i t h > ' i t y t r a s h a iu l o b . i o o l s l o l l b y v .uu la l s
i no roasos s i j y i i t i . - . in 1 . 1 v .
l l a s o l i n o shorlai ' .os w i I 1 i n o r o a s o t ho i l o ; n a - i i l tor moro A i I T s , but t ho
lonj ' , 1 o.ul i imo b o l w i ' o n aooop t aiu'o of p roposa l s a iu l i r . s t a l l a t ion ol
a o t u a l I u iu -1 ion i n;-, h a r i l w a r o r . r o a t l y r o s t r i o i s I bo ant i o i pat oil in imbor of
AlITs t h a t oan bo o o m p l i - t o i l ovor tho n o x t .!0 v o a r s . On 1 v an osl i ma t o i l
I wo or t hroo now svs lo ins u s i n > % . an avoraj ' .o ol 10 t r a i n s oao l i aro o x p o o t o t
to bo bronj- j i t i n t o opo ra t ion po r y o a r . lu-oauso t lu-so v i l l mu loub t oi l I y
bo plaoi ' i l in urban aroas, .1 iu -i'»l lor an o b s l a o l o i h ' t o o t o r w i l l bo
ost ah I i sl ioil . Thus , w i t h i n t l io n o x t '.!0 voa r s , a m a r k o t lor a t o t a l of
•(00 t . i tiOO u n i t s w i l l i l o v o l o p .
( l o i i n n o r o i . i l i / a t i o n P o t o u t i a l
U s i i i i ; an avor.ii-.o p r i i ' i - o l ?^,00l) por u n i t a iu l a .'O-voar m a r k o i
t o t a l ot -'i(H) to dOO u n i t s , t ho t o l a l >-.ro::s sa I os I rom I ( 'SO t h r o u y j i
JOOO aro o s t i n a i o i l to bo no aioro t h a n $'1.000,000 ( I " H O ilo 1 I a rs ) .
V i owoil as an . rant i . i l 1:1.1 xi mum ot $ I S O , 000 i-.ross s a l o s , it i s u n i i k o l v t h a t
a manul 'aot u ror voulil t oo l up lor t h i s t y p o of l i n o . Tlioivt'.iro. no
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prodvu' t ion runs aro ant i >• i palod... :nul ACT o b s i a o l o d o t o o t o r p r o d n o t ion
w i l l ron ia in a oustomi. ' .od , job-shop t y p o o'l' o r d o r .
All loin;) t_od _Mj sod T r a j ' f i o V o b i o l o S y s t o m
The .in.. AMTV is o q n i p p o d v i t . h an a r r ay of I otu'.- and short - ran^o
p r o x i m i t y sonsors t h a t , oan d o t o o t o b s t a o l o s t a r onoiij'.h ahoail o f t-ho
v o h i i ' l o t t > p o r m i t a o o n t r o l 1 o d s t i > p . I t i s - n o t a d o q n a t o f o r d o t o o t i i l K
p o o p l o m o v i n g i n m i x o d t r a f f i o , luvovor . hooanso t h o o u r r o n t sonsor
a r r ay i s n o t s u f f i o i o n t l y o f f i o i o n t t o s top t h o v o h i o l o f r o m h i t t i n j ; a
p o d o s t r i a n w h o s tops i n f r o n t o f i t f r o m a n .mi;!o. l ' ; i t i l I 'ho' f i ' o l i l ' o f
soan f o r t i n 1 sonsors o a n h o i m p r o v o d , s a l o i < i i \ o d t r a l f i o o p o r a t ions
o a n n o l bo a i ' v ' o m p l i s h o d .
M a r k o t S i / . o
AMTVs r.i.iy I ind l !'.<• i r f i r s t a p p l i o a t ton in s h o p p i n g o o n t t ' r s at
s o l o i ' t o d l o o . i t i o n s , in t ho lar i- .or rot i ron-.ont oo inuuin i 1 i os , and in rooro-
at ion a roas and a i iu i somoni p a r k s . An i n i t i a l os t i r . i a to of t ho nnnibor of
s i i t - h s i l o s in I ho I 'n i t od S t a l o s s u i t a b l o lor A M l ' V s v s l o m s i s as . f o l l o w s :
shopping, . -on! - . ' \ ' - ; , 170 ; i ' . ' t \ r o u \ o t U > - o r a n u n i t i o s , . ' ' % ; ro t ' i 'v ' . ' . t i t > u a r o a s , 1 r> 1
lor a t o t a l o ; <- ' ic . Somo a i l t l i t i i M i . i l app 1 i o a t ion a r i - a s way a l s o bo on a
l i m i l o d mi'.iihor ol nn i vors i t y or o o l l o j ' . i ' t ' . i : i tpnsos .
No . i r - t i - r m d o p l o v i i u - n t p.iss ib i 1 i t i os aro 1 i i n t i od hooauso .it t ho
p roson t , a s n i l a b l o v o h i o l o h a s n o t boon t n l l v dovo iopod . A i i . l i t i o n . i l
t oi 'hno I oi'.y t l o v o 1 o|M:iont is- r o . p i i r o d , p a r t i o n l . i r l v in t ho a roa ot sonsors ,
as w t ' i 1 as a p n b l i . - i lo inons t ra t ion ->f t ho AMTV , ' onoop! . A o t n a l m a r k o l
|>onot r a t i o n w i l l b o p r o d i o t o d o n t h o s u . - o o s s f n l r o s n l t . s o ! t h o s o o l f o r l : -
A 1-inph AMl 'V soonis to so lvo nany ol' i !-.o .siu'-v t - r a n i \ o t ran.--.por t a t ion
problonis ol (ho o K i o i ' l v ami t ho h.nul i i-.ippoi!. It wonl . l p r o v i i l o t ho
i p - . a l i t y of t r a n s p o r t tios i rod at a roasonah I o oost . l-'ahr i oat i on and
. ' t ' l ist r i . 'oi ion oosls w o n l i ! 1 > < - r . i i i t imi : 'oil. I 'm ort M I I . I t ••! v . I hoso . i t t r i b u i os
t h a t w t n i K l m. iko I ho I - m p h AM IV v l o s i r . i b l i 1 f o r o l t l o r l v and hand i . - . ippod
r i d o r s w o i i K l s o r i o u s l y l i m i t i t s r . iarkot p o i t - n ! i a l . I n i t i a l m a r k o l s f i » r
s t ioh a v o h i t ' l o , by SKI ' s i - s t i m . i l > - , w o u l d la l I ovon bo low ; l io rani-.o
ost ima l otl bv lIM for its l-'.l'M v o h i t - l o ( r > 0 v o l i i r l o s in 1 . ' i nsl a 1 1 at ions por
y o a r ) . A p p l i o a . i on aroas ovor l l u - n o x t .'t) yoars wi j ' . l i i i i v / l i i d o : a iba l t
aiu! r o t i r o m o n t i-i<r.!nni'i i t i os 1.100 v o h i o l o s ) . m o d i o a l o o n t o r s (M) v o h i o l o s ) ,
.-iiul p o s s i b l y .20(1 i;:ort' v o l i i o l o s spro.u! iH'or a . ' l i v i t v . - o i i t o r s snoh as
s l iopp i i i ) - , v - o i u o r s , l i r p o r t s , ra i I ro.ul t o r i v . i n a l s . and r m l t i u s o t l t - v i - l o p m o n t s .
Obstacle, detectors for AMTV require more sophisticated hardware.
Using an average estimated price of $6,000 per unit and a 20-year market
total of 250. to -'(50 units, the total gross sales per AMTV use from 1980 .
through 2000 are estimated to be no more than $2,700,000 (1980 dollars').
This produces an annual average sales of $135,000.
Regulation
As of the date of this report, no government regulations specifically
require obstacle detection on any form of automated vehicle. If such a
regulation were enacted, an additiona.1 market of 20 to 30 units would
arise for the existing systems.
To t a 1 _Ha_r_k_e_t
Although the combined total number of units estimated for ACT and
AMTV use equals 650 to 1,050 units by the year 2000, this represents only
32 to 53 units per year, with annual gross sales of approximately
$285,000. This dollar volume is too low, to jvistify a production run
by a major manufacturer, but it might be sufficient for smaller companies
or job-shops.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION'S
The 20 AGTs in publi, use currently do not" have noncontact obstacle
detectors nor do their operators believe they have n use for one. Future
expansion of At.Ts into urban areas, where debris ant! other obstacles may
create a need for such units, would opon a prodictod market of 20 to 30
devices per year throui;h tin1 year 2000.
For successful operation of an AMTV, an obstacle detector must be
included. 1'lans for approximately 23 t-> '12 vehicles per year are
forecast. This q u a n t i t y , in com b i n a t i o n with the number required for ACT
use, would'produce a market thai could successfully be supplied by a
small manufacturer or job-shop.
Table 5 describes the sonic, capacitance, infrared/opt ica.l . guided
radar, and probe contact obstacle detectors both currently ava i l a b l e - and
under development and compares the requirements such devices must have
for ACT and AMTV use. The conclusions based on t h i s comparison arc as
follows.
Automated C u i d eway Transit Syst ems
• The need tor an ACT obstacle detector has not been established
because --
Th< 20 AGTs in p u b l i c operation do not use a noncontact
oils t ac 1 e detect or .
The operators of these 20 AGTs do not believe they have a
need for one.
- Few of t he AGTs running, today have had any co l l i s i o n s .
As yet. no government regulations require the use of an
obstacle detector.
a Currently a v a i l a b l e obstacle detectors do not meet the require-
ments set forth in t h i s report for ACT or AMTV use because --
None have sufficient ratine or rel iab i 1 i t y
Seeing through weather continues to be a problem.
Other'than the Queen's I'niversity guided radar obstacle
detectors, none have Liu- oapabil ily of seeiii); around corners
B The projected market is too small for a manufacturer to supply
only to the A'-T users, that is --
The projected market is for only 20 to 30 units per year.
AO
llii i i
; s
Annua l sales -jf u maxii:;u:n of SI50.000 are p red ic ted .
Therefore, no further development of n nor.con tact: obstacle
detector for AG'i's should be undertaken until ;\ need i.-; more
firmly established.
Automated Mixed _T_rn_ffie Vehicle 'Syst_em
® The need for an obstacle detector for AMTV operation is crucial
because --
- A large number of obstacles car. be expected due Co mixed
traffic operation.
- Even though partial.!y protected guidewnys can decrease the
technical requirements for an obstacle detector, obstacles
will st i l l be encountered .'it boarding points.
© Currently available obstacle detectors do not meet the require-
ments for AMTV use for the same reasons that those for A(1Ts do
not meet requirements.
© The projected market i.s not large enough for ,1 :naim:~;ieti.rer to
supply only to AMTV users but if ACT users were included, small
manufacturers might be interested in producing tii« units as tin
add—or product line or in a job—shop situation. The iv.arket
data are as follows:
The projected market for AMTV use is 1.2 to 24 units per year.
Annual AMTV sales of a m;-i>: iniiirn of SI 33,00(1 nre predicted.
Anticipated combined AGT/AMTV obstacle detector sales are
.ipproxiinatley $285, 000.
- I'ro'Juct l i a b i l i t y problems in the event of an accident, may
outweigh commercial gain.
Q More development work is needed on the NASA technologies before
AMTV requirements can he met. Areas requiring development, are:
Abi l i t y to recognize objects on a collision course from side
areas.
Ability to see around corners.
© The ability to see around corners is sufficiently important that
A>!TVs should make use of sensors and related equipment'in the
ways ide.
Modified versions of the Queen's University guided radar
system that is under development may provide the solution.
Wayside sensing subsystems must be low in cost, reliable, and
provide an adequate margin of safety.
Additional uses for wayside detectors, such as intrusion
detection and automotive traffic control, would greatly increase
the market for these devices.
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